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Abstract- Wireless networks are an emerging new technology that will allow users to access information and services electroni-
cally, regardless of their geographic position and MANET is a specialization of it. It’s is the acronym for Mobile Ad Hoc Net-
work. These networks are made for special purpose and thus resource constraint, easy deployability, fast network functioning 
and of course security are the major threats of them. In this paper we have discussed a new approach for routing of the data 
packets. We have substantially decreased the amount of network activity that each node has to make in order to route a data 
packet. We have  furnished algorithms to implement this protocol and exemplified them with a case study. And lastly we have 
discussed how this protocol is better than the other pre-existing protocols. We can take this paper  to its next level, namely 
“Cognitive Radio” for its futuristic research. 

 

Index Terms— Administrative node, Administrator, Associative node, Common node, Comprenhensive list, Network traffic, 
Total list, etc. 

.   

——————————      —————————— 

1 INTRODUCTION                                                                     

obile communication is very much different 
from that of the wired communication. Here 
the communication is mainly based on the 

radio signals transmitted by the node. Again cha-
racteristics of MANET, also being a wireless net-
work, are quite different from those of the common 
mobile communication. in mobile communication 
the nodes mainly use bridge networks within its 
range to communicate with other nodes. These 
bridge networks are mainly base stations with 
whom the source node has to make contact while 
sending a data packet to its destination. Again we 
have to remember that these nodes are in constant 
motion and thus when a node goes out of the 
range of a base station then it makes contact to its 
new base station within whose range it falls. This is 
called Handoff. But in MANET there is no question 
of base station or any other infrastructure which 
will be helping to setup or perform the network 
activity. Thus in this case the nodes are the routers 
and they have to transfer the data packets them-
selves. Here comes the essentiality of a very robust 
and good routing protocol that will perform all the 
functions but with an optimized network activity 
which will decrease the network traffic but make 
the transmission fast. Thus while building our 
routing protocol we kept in mind this two factors – 
first is the making the transmission fast and second 
is the decreasing the network traffic. 
In our paper firstly we have described how the 
entire network will setup from the start, then we 
have written the algorithms that will implement 
the protocol. After that we have shown with a case 
study how the algorithms implement the entire 
network setup and lastly we have given a compar-
ative note on how this protocol is better than the 
pre-existing protocols. We have concluded with a 

conclusion depicting the scopes on which this pro-
tocol can be further improved. 

 

2 SCHEME 

Before we entire into the detailed discussion we 
have to understand that in a MANET each and 
every node have a range of itself i.e. it is not possi-
ble for any node to transmit the data packet to an 
infinite distance. Thus the nodes which will fall in 
the range of a particular node will be called 
Neighboring nodes. We will interchangeably use 
friend nodes fro neighbor nodes. They both are 
same. In the network, there are actually three types 
of nodes  

1. Common nodes 

2. Associative nodes 

3. Administrator nodes. 

This classification is based on the range and the 
position of each node within a network. To under-
stand classification firstly you have to understand 
how the entire network is setup. 
Each node after a stipulated time period probes 
who are the nodes that are present in the range of 
it. when they understand who are the nodes in its 
neighborhood, they make a list of it and calls it 
neighborhood list when everyone is done with 
their neighborhood list. The next work of each 
node is to check up whether the new list is same 
with the previous list that it have or not. If the list 
is same it will understand that no network change 
has occurred. If any difference is observed the it 
will report to its administrator. At this point of 
time, keep it in mind that each node have got a 
administrator associated with it and that adminis-
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trator node will always lie in the range of it. now 
the question is  how this administrator nodes are 
chosen? We will describe it in a few moments. Un-
til now I guess it is understood that each and every 
node when is idle always probe to see that whether 
any network topological change have occurred or 
not around it. if no change had occurred then there 
is no need to elect new administrator. But if any 
change had occurred then it is the responsibility of 
the previous admins to elect the new admins. 
Now we will answer how the new admins are se-
lected. Whenever there is a crisis of electing the 
new admins, all the nodes will send their neigh-
bor’s list to their respective admins. The admins 
will exchange all the neighbor’s list among them-
selves so that each admin have the knowledge of 
who are the neighbors of each and every node in 
the entire network. A comprehensive list is made 
that have the names of all the nodes and their cor-
responding neighbors written beside them. This 
list is sorted according to the highest number of 
neighbors each have. Now we will take all possible 
one node from the list in top-down sequential 
manner. For each possibility we will see whether 
the list containing the names of all the nodes called 
the entire list is a subset of the neighbor list of that 
node. If the above proposition is true we designate 
it as the admin node else we take any two nodes 
from the comprehensive sorted list in a top-down 
sequential manner. Now we take the union of the 
neighbors of the two selected nodes. If the entire 
list becomes a subset of that we consider those two 
nodes as the admin nodes. If this time also the en-
tire list does not become the subset we go for tak-
ing any three nodes from the sorted comprehen-
sive list in top-down sequential manner and does 
the same. We continues this process by taking four 
nodes, five nodes and so forth until the entire list 
becomes the subset of the union of the neighbor list 
formed from the selected nodes. Thus the admins 
are selected.  
Now the associative nodes are those which are not 
admins but they lie in the common region of two 
or more admin nodes. All the nodes in the network 
excepting the admins and the associative nodes are 
the common nodes.  
Let us give a small illustrative example of how the 
admins are selected and which are the admins, 
associative and the common nodes in that network. 
This is a small example to have a better under-
standing. Later in the case study we will describe it 
in details how from the scratch, when there are no 
nodes in the network, the entire network is set up 
and how it works. 
The following is the snapshot of the network at a 
particular instance of time. We will analyze on it 
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1 
The following are the comprehensive neighbor’s 
list for each of the nodes (better call it total_list[]) 

Names 

of 

Nodes 

 

Names of the Friends 

 

A A,B 

B A,B,C,D 

C B,C 

D B,D,G,F 

E E,F 

F D,I,E,F,G 

G D,F,G 

I F,I 

 
Now the sorted comprehensive list is 

Names 

of 

Nodes 

 

Names of the Friends 

 

F D,I,E,F,G 

B A,B,C,D 

D B,DGF, 

G D,F,G 

A A,B 

C B,C 

E E,F 

I I,F 

 
Now we blindly assign F as the admin. Its neigh-
bors are D,I,E,F,G. The entire list of nodes are A, B, 

A 

C 

F 

D 
B 

I 

E 

G 
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C, D, E,F,G,I. The neighbors of B i.e. D, I,E,F,G does 
not cover the entire list. Nor does any of the node 
from the above list when we take one node at a 
time. So we consider taking all possible two nodes 
from the sorted comprehensive list. we observe 
that for F,B the union of the their neighbor list be-
come A,B,C,D,E,F,G,I. the entire list become the 
subset of this list. So F,B are selected as the admin. 
If you think a bit you will admit that we have cho-
sen our admin in such a way that there always will 
be at least one node that will be common in the 
neighbor’s list of any two of the admin from the 
selected admins. In our case that common node is 
D. this d is designated as the associative node as it 
is associated with both the admins. All the other 
nodes are considered as the common nodes. 
Thus in our case the following are the divisions of 
the types of different nodes the network have. 

Admin nodes: F,B 
Associative node: D 
Common nodes: A, C,E,G,I 

note that the admins are selected as such that all 
common nodes are in the range of exactly one ad-
min and all the associative node are in the range of 
at least two or more admins. In our case A,C com-
mon nodes is in the range of admin B node and 
E,G,I are in the range of admin F whereas the asso-
ciative node D is in the common range of both the 
admins F,B. 
 
 
 

3 ALGORITHM 

Network change ()         /* this function is probed 

by every node after a stipulated time period called 

probe_Timeperiod */ 

{ 

for (i=1;i<probe_Timeperiod;i++) 

 { 

 Make new_friend_list 

 If (new_freind_list == 

my_present_friend_list) 

  Stop /* no change in network to-

pology for that node*/ 

 Else 

  Send new_friend_list to my ad-

min 

 } 

} 

 

Admin_selection_&_routing_info_gathering () 

/*done by the admins experiencing the change */ 

{ 

List_of_all_nodes = Null; 

Associative array Total_list[];/* used to contain the 

names of the nodes and their corresponding 

friends*/ 

 

While (i_get_a_new_friend_list) 

 { 

 For (i=1;i<time_period;i++) /* time_period= 

time to send and gather new_friend_list to and                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

               from other nodes*/ 

  { 

set 

I_am_experiencing_a_change_bit = TRUE; 

  send the received new_freind_list 

to the other admins which are experiencing 

change; 

  } 

Send re-

quest_for_names_of_friend_nodes packet 

to other admins;/*will be done  through 

associative nodes. Note that associative 

nodes are those who are in the neighbor-

hood of more than one admin node */ 

While (reply_of_names_of_friend_nodes 

packet arrive) 

Total_list[] = decreasing-

ly_sorted(redundancy removed (∑ (all re-

ply_of_names_of_friend_nodes packet) + 

new_friend_list))/* re-

ply_of_names_of_friend_nodes packet 

contains the names of all the nodes with 

their corresponding friend list. This also 

includes the names of the new_friend_list 

received by other admins also if any other 

node’s network topological change had 

occured around them*/ 

List_of_all_nodes =redundancy_removed 

(all the friend of the admin + new nodes in 

the new_friend_list); 

For (i=1; i< len (total_list[])); i++) 

{ 

 For all possible combinations of i 

elements from Total_list[] 

 { 

Adminlist.friend = (to-

tal_list[1].friend + to-

tal_list[2].friend+ 

…+Total_list*i+.friend) 

If (List_of_all_nodes are 
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subset of  

 

 

Exit out of this brace; 

  } 

}  

 Set these combination of i elements from total_list[] as 

admins in admin_list; 

Associative_node_list =∑( intersection of the friendlist 

of two admins out of the adminlist but covering all 

possible combination ; 

Map the associative nodes with the admins compar-

ing the friend list of each admin; 

 

} 

 
For routing, a source node sends the data packet to its admin. 
If found good. Else that admin send it to its associative nodes 
.if got then good enough. If not it sends it to the other admin. 
Note that by the definition of associative node it should be 
having more than one admin around it. Likewise the data 
packet will be transmitted by admin-associative node-admin 
hops. One must understand that the network activity is re-
duced to a lot as the other nodes in the network excepting the 
admin and the associative are not taking part in the network 
activity in any case. 

4 CONCLUSION 

This protocol is best for use of the medium sized and large 
sized networks. For the small network the computational 
overhead will be high. It is abest suited when the rate of topo-
logical change is medium or slow. For very fast rate of topo-
logicaly changing network it may noy be better than DSR but 
it will be better than DSDV and also AODV (if in case of 
AODV the network is not too small). It is true that there are 
many new advanced protocols that make the transmission rate 
very high but they have very high computational overhead. 
This is a protocol which has a optimum network activity, 
transmission rate and computational overhead 

5 FUTURE RESEARCH 

We would like to take this paper to its next level, namely 
“Cognitive Radio”. Cognitive Radio is a wireless network 
where intelligence is used by the network to dynamically 
change its parameters for high performance, efficiency and 
high throughput. IEEE is working on a protocol called WRAN 
(Wireless Rural Area Network). This protocol is particularly 
being created for Rural and Remote Telecommunications. This 
paper on MANET will in the future attempt to use WRAN and 
create Cognitive Radio Networks that will be used for tapping 
unused Spectrum from Licensed users through Special algo-
rithms that we will present in our next paper. MANET and 
Cognitive Radio together will be a huge blessing for Rural 
India and other Remote regions of the World.  
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